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Here is an overview of our digital ad spending forecasts by industry for the US, UK and Germany
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We forecast that total US digital ad spending will be 
$129.34 billion in 2019.

• US digital ad 
spending is growing 
at a healthy pace, 
increasing 19.1% in 
2019 and 17.0% in 
2020.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
US digital ad spending is growing at a healthy pace, increasing 19.1% in 2019 and 17.0% in 2020.Some of the verticals we track are keeping pace with that growth, and others are not. 
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Retail is the largest vertical in the US

• US retail digital ad spending is 
growing in line with rest of the ad 
industry, increasing 19.1% in 2019. 

• Retail accounts for about one-fifth 
of total US ad spending.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retail digital ad spending is growing in line with rest of the ad industry, increasing 19.1% in 2019. Retail accounts for about one-fifth of total US ad spending.Driven by Google and Amazon, retail is search heavy and accounts for nearly a fourth of total US search ad spending. Retail digital ad budgets are growing at a time when more retail sales are occurring online. We estimate that US total retail ecommerce sales will reach $586.92 billion in 2019, up 14.0% over 2018. This year, retail ecommerce sales will account for 10.7% of total retail sales. In 2020, this share will increase to 12.0%.Retail’s ad dominance being driven by search, mobile and rising ecommerce is similar in US and Europe. 
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Travel is a search-reliant industry

• Travel is most search-driven 
vertical we cover.

• Search will account for 
53.7% of total US travel 
digital ad spending in 2019 
and 54.3% in 2020.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, travel will overtake CPG as the fifth largest digital ad spending vertical in the US. Shifting consumer tastes are leading to more mergers in CPG, which are flattening ad budgets. Meanwhile, increased competition and a strong economy is causing travel companies to increase their marketing budgets.Researching and booking travel arrangements is now a cross-device and cross-platform process. In minutes a potential traveler may combine ideas from a Pinterest board, a booking site and a travel itinerary they found on a lifestyle website. The fragmented way that people now research travel options has changed the way travel advertisers approach the data that fuels their campaigns. The increased reliance on data has helped make search a more powerful medium for travel advertisers who are trying to reach people at the right time. 
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Automotive is the slowest growing US vertical 

• Automotive advertising is growing 
at a slower rate than other verticals 
due to weakness in the automotive 
market.

• Total US automotive digital ad 
spending will increase 15.8% this 
year, while total US digital ad 
spending will increase 19.1%.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A slowdown in auto and parts sales is affecting ad spending. This year, the US auto industry’s retail sales will grow 2.0% to $1.29 trillion, the slowest growth rate since at least 2011. Growth will flatten through 2022.  But auto is seeing strong growth in video advertising and it remains the most video dependent US vertical we cover. Video is good for showing luxury products. Also auto historically has been heavy investors in TV so digital video is an extension of that. Auto advertising also affected by global economic trends like tariffs, climate and emission standards and changing consumer behaviors in the face of technological change. In 2020, financial services will surpass automotive as the second largest ad spending vertical in the US.
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Financial services ad spend driven by mobile

• By 2020, mobile will account 
for 73.1% of total US financial 
services ad spending, helping 
it to surpass automotive as 
the second-largest ad 
spending vertical. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile ad spend by financial services is growing as more people sign up for financial products online.In 2020, financial services will overtake automotive as the second biggest ad spending vertical in the US. This shift comes from financial service firms increasingly spending on digital, focusing on developing new mobile apps and targeting Millennials on their mobile phones while the auto industry's ad budgets continue to be constrained by global macro economic conditions and regulations.
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CPG ad growth slows as budgets flatten

• CPG advertisers are 
challenged by industry 
consolidation, the rise of 
interactive shoppable ads and 
competition from private label 
brands.

• CPG’s share of total search ad 
spending will increase slightly. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total US CPG ad spending will increase 17.3% to $11.12 billion in 2019. Meanwhile, total US digital spend is rising 19.1%.With consumers expecting more of their brand interactions to be shoppable through services such as Pinterest buy buttons, Instagram checkout, Google shopping ads and Amazon. CPG’s share of total search ad spending will increase slightly.
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Healthcare and pharma spend remains low

• At a time when healthcare 
and pharma advertisers have 
been slow to invest in mobile, 
they’re witnessing gains in 
desktop ad spend. This 
vertical is more desktop-
dependent than any other 
vertical we cover. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Healthcare and pharma is the smallest vertical we track in US and second smallest in Germany. (We don’t track in UK.)FDA restrictions and data privacy laws make it difficult for them to leverage users data, which makes ad targeting harder, which dampens digital ad spending and mobile ad spending growth.Display is helpful for generating brand awareness as brand-name drugs lose their patent protections. More traditional advertising formats are used in healthcare facilities and are a big deal in this vertical.
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Digital ad spending in the UK is nearly evenly 
distributed among various verticals. 

• In the UK, no single industry 
will account for more than 
15% of total digital ad spend 
this year. 

• We expect total digital ad 
spending in the UK to 
increase 11.2% in 2019 to 
£14.73 billion ($18.57 billion). 
In 2020, UK advertisers will 
spend £16.21 billion ($20.43 
billion) on digital ads. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the UK, no single industry will account for more than 15% of total digital ad spend this year. This relative consistency of digital ad spending across industries reflects the maturity of the UK market. The UK has been a digital leader for years, with many consumers quick to embrace online shopping and buying, for example, as well as online banking and travel booking. UK consumers’ digital habits have effectively forced industries to respond. Even industries that have been rather slow to digitize have had to adjust to the fact that their audiences are increasingly online and using smartphones. The UK was a pioneer in retail ecommerce, and UK retailers have been major online ad spenders for years. Amazon has been a key factor in the expansion of the UK market, of course. Ecommerce developed more slowly in Germany, but has now gained momentum – helped again by Amazon. A large majority of internet users in both countries – and elsewhere in Europe, for that matter – now buy online, and it’s imperative for retailers to address them on both desktop and smartphones.We expect total digital ad spending in the UK to increase 11.2% in 2019. 
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Retail and auto will make up nearly 37% of Germany’s 
digital ad marketing by 2020.

• We expect 
Germany’s 
advertisers to spend 
€7.28 billion ($8.59 
billion) on digital ads 
this year and €7.93 
billion ($9.36 
billion) in 2020. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retail and auto will make up nearly 37% of Germany’s digital ad spending by 2020.The automotive sector is Germany’s leading exporter, and many of the biggest global auto brands are German -- both these facts speak to the importance of the auto industry for the country’s economy. That said, much of the advertising for auto brands has historically gone to television, and TV ads are still vital. In a nutshell: automakers have money to spend, but digital platforms aren’t yet their main focus.On the retail side, Germany is home to a number of major players, such as the Otto Group. Many retailers hesitated to join the digital revolution in the early days; even today, many heads of businesses in Germany are older and somewhat conservative in their views, and they don’t rush to innovate before they see clear advantages in doing so. But by now, the picture is very different; like retailers everywhere, they’ve had to get with the program, or go to the wall. The level of digital ad spending shows how fully they are now taking advantage of this.We expect Germany’s advertisers to spend €7.28 billion ($8.59 billion) on digital ads this year and €7.93 billion ($9.36 billion) in 2020. We see digital ad spending rising robustly across all industries in Germany. At the same time, it’s worth noting some potential clouds on the horizon. Until very recently, low unemployment and relatively high consumer confidence have meant that on the whole, people in Germany continue to spend on goods and services, helping to drive the German economy. But these aren’t normal times. The volatile global economic and political climate—the uncertainty surrounding trade and tariffs, for example, as well as the fallout from Brexit—is beginning to take a toll on confidence and spending, though it will affect offline advertising more than online.
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Key Takeaways
• Across countries, retail remains the largest vertical in ad spend. Retailers digital ad spending is 

climbing as more people make purchases online. Search powers this vertical.

• Automotive ad spending is slower than other verticals. Macro-economic trends and slowdown in 
auto sales have contributed to a tightening of budgets. 

• Healthcare and pharma advertisers are still a tiny portion of overall ad spending. 
Governmental regulations and data privacy laws are restricting digital ad budgets in these areas.

• CPGs are facing challenges. Private labels and industry consolidation have crimped ad spending 
growth here. 

• Travel digital ad budgets are growing quickly in a strong economy. As travel planning becomes 
more fragmented, travel advertisers are investing heavily in search. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is for upload version only, not for eMLive presentation. 
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